Relationship between regional shortening and asynchronous electrical activation in a three-dimensional model of ventricular electromechanics.
Asynchronous electrical activation can cause abnormalities in perfusion and pump function. An electromechanical model was used to investigate the mechanical effects of altered cardiac activation sequence. We used an anatomically detailed three-dimensional computational model of the canine ventricular walls to investigate the relationship between regional electrical activation and the timing of fiber shortening during normal and ventricular paced beats. By including a simplified Purkinje fiber network and anisotropic impulse conduction in the model, computed electrical activation sequences were consistent with experimentally observed patterns. Asynchronous time courses of regional strains during beats stimulated from the left or right ventricular epicardium showed good agreement with published experimental measurements in dogs using magnetic resonance imaging tagging methods. When electrical depolarization in the model was coupled to the onset of local contractile tension development by a constant time delay of 8 msec, the mean delay from depolarization to the onset of systolic fiber shortening was 14 msec. However, the delay between the onset of fiber tension and initial shortening varied significantly; it was as late as 60 msec in some regions but was also as early as -50 msec (i.e., 42 msec before depolarization) in other regions, particularly the interventricular septum during free-wall pacing. The large variation in delay times was attributable to several factors including local anatomic variations, the location of the site relative to the activation wavefront, and regional end-diastolic strain. Therefore, we conclude that these factors, which are intrinsic to three-dimensional ventricular function, make the regional sequence of fiber shortening an unreliable surrogate for regional depolarization or electromechanical activation in the intact ventricles.